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Important Message  

to our Business Partners   

 

 

Riedlingen, 20.03.2020 

 

FORM + TEST reacts to the corona crisis 

 

Dear Sirs, 

Every day there is new information about the spread of the corona virus. COVID 19 was declared a 

pandemic by the World Health Organisation (WHO) on 11 March 2020. 

t must now be the goal of all of us to delay a further spread of corona.  Therefore, we will refrain from 

avoidable personal contacts in the coming weeks. Travel will be reduced to the absolutely necessary 

minimum until further notice. 

Visits to FORM+TEST are suspended without exception if the visitors come from risk areas or have been 

in such areas within the last 14 days. FORM+TEST will follow the current recommendations of the 

Federal Government of the Federal Republic of Germany. 

At the same time we will always keep an eye on maintaining our ability to work. For you, this means 

that FORM+TEST is always available to you in the best possible way. 

• Our supply chains are checked by our purchasing department and are currently secured 

• Our sales team and service contact persons can be reached as usual by phone and e-mail. 

• Unconditionally necessary service assignments at customer sites are assessed on a case-by-

case basis and can only be carried out according to the current possible situation. Our web-

based service support (via TeamViewer) is available to you in any case. We continue to do our 

best to ensure optimal service for all customers. 

We assure you that FORM+TEST is paying the utmost attention to the current situation and we will do 

everything to ensure the smoothest possible cooperation and to keep the effects of the coronavirus 

as low as possible. 

 

With kind regards 

 

 

Bernd Locher 


